Index

acceleration see also coordinate
transforms; Newton’s 2nd law
centripetal, 2, 43
Coriolis, 2, 50
definition, 1
gravity-induced, 17
rotational, 70, 79
units for, 11, 18
acoustic
absorption
atmosphere, 267, 286
coefficient, 278
assumptions, 260
attenuation
definition, 1, 278
table, 267–274
barrier, 272
cavity
boundary conditions, 305
discussion, 305–310
example, 305, 306, 310
frequencies (table), 291–296
modal density, 303, 309–310
orthogonality of modes, 305
pressure in, 297
velocity potential for, 305
deciBell, 4, 276–277, 423
divergence, 267, 285
duct and room
energy density, 304–305
element, 305
Sabine’s law, 302–303
table, 279–284, 289–290
transfer matrix, 290
energy, 277, 304
impedance, 4, 273, 275
intensity, 277, 279
muffler, 281, 298–302, 308–309
propagation
discussion, 264, 266
element, 287–288
ray tracing, 285–288
various (table), 267–274
reflection, 270–272, 285
refraction, 270, 285, 288
speed, 261–263
standards, 273, 278, 423, 425
transmission, 78, 273, 278–289,
297 see also mufflers under acoustic
transmission loss, 272, 278, 284, 297–302 see also cavity under acoustic
wall, 272, 274, 288–289
wave equation, 264, 265
wave length, 275
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added mass
  bodies
    discussion, 321, 328–331
    various (table), 325–327
bubble, 308
  coupling, 330
cross sections (table), 322–324
definition, 1
floating sections, 324
inertial coupling, 330
plates and shells, 330
theory
  potential flow, 328
  strip, 329–330
  viscosity effect, 329
air see gas
amplitude, 1, 90 see also forced vibration
annular see membrane; plane area; plate
ANSYS see finite element
anti-node 1, 5 see also mode shape
arc, circular see also ring
  boundary conditions, 196
  discussion, 190, 197
  stress and strain, 196
  various (table), 191–194
area see plane area
armor, 68–69
atmosphere, standard, 15 see also gas
attenuation see acoustic
axial load see beam; buckling; cylindrical
  shell; plate; string
balancing, 82
bandwidth, 1
basin see sloshing
beam, curved
  arc, 190, 196–198
  frequencies (table), 191–195
  ring, 184–186, 188–190
  stress and strain, 151, 189–190
beam, flexure see also beam, longitudinal
  vibration; beam, shear; buildings
added mass (sections), 321, 324, 329
assumptions, 134–135
axial load
  uniform, 158–159
  varying, 159–162
boundary conditions, 135, 137
buckling
  discussion, 158
  table, 159
concentrated masses
  discussion, 162
  various (table), 163
definition, 1, 134
on elastic foundation, 141, 186
example, 151, 157, 174–175
hanging, 160–162
integrals of mode shape, 429–433
multispan
  discussion, 151
  equal span, 151
  table, 156–157
  two span, 152–155
  unequal span, 155
neural axis, 134, 136
rotary inertia, 170
sandwich, 136–137, 174–175
simply-supported, 138
single-span
  discussion, 137–138
  frequency (table), 139–140
  mode shape (table), 142–149
  orthogonality, 150
spring supported boundaries
  discussion, 167
  frequencies (table), 168–169
stress and strain
  discussion, 134, 136, 150–151
  table, 135
tapered
  discussion, 162
  frequencies (table), 164–166
  stepped, 166
wave propagation, 183–184, 262
beam, longitudinal vibration
boundary conditions, 176, 179
example, 176, 179
forced vibration, 351
frequencies (table), 177–178
stress and strain, 176
wave propagation, 183–184, 262
beam, shear, 167, 170, 173 see also beam,
flexure; beam, longitudinal vibration;
beam, torsion
coefficients (table), 171
frequencies (table), 172
beam, torsion see also beam, flexure;
beam, shear; beam longitudinal
vibration
coefficients (table), 180
discussion, 179, 182
frequencies (table), 181
wave propagation, 183, 262
bellows, 118, 178
bodies
added mass, 325–327
dynamics, 70–83
geometric properties, 31–35,
37–38
boundary conditions
acoustic cavity, 305
cylinder arc, 196
cylindrical shell, 241–247
definition, 1
flexure beam, 135, 137
point mass, 137
sloshing, 317
torsion beam, 4, 182
broadband, 1 see also random vibration
bubble, 261, 264, 308
buckling see also axial load
beams, 158–159
cylindrical shell, 241–250
plates, 208, 212, 224
buildings
beam model, 174
spring–mass model, 103
bulk modulus see modulus
buoy, 321 see also ships
cables see also cable truss; chain; string
assumptions, 121
catenary, 123
definition, 2
discussion, 121–126
equation, 123
frequencies (table), 124–125
mean sag, 123
modulus, 122–123
pulley system, 107
tension, 122
virtual length, 123
woven, 123
cable truss, 123
cantilever see beam, flexure; boundary
conditions; plate
catenary see cables
center of gravity, 2, 36, 66, 321 see also
centroid
definition, 2, 36
bodies (table), 31–35
center of gravity, 2, 36, 66, 321
centripetal, acceleration see acceleration
centroid, 2, 19, 28, 36 see also center of
gravity
definition, 2, 19
plane areas (table), 20–27
chain see also cables; string
definition, 2
hanging, 121, 124
circular see arc, circular; coil; membrane;
plane area; plate; ring
clamped boundary see boundary condition
coil see helical
collision, 55–57, 65–67
concentrated mass, 2 see also beam,
flexure; beam, shear; particle;
spring–mass system
consistent units see units
conversion factors, 13–17
coordinate transforms, 47–49
Coriolis, 2, 19
crest factor, 423 see also peak-to-rms ratio
curved see arc, circular; beam, curved; ring; shell
cylinder see added mass; basin; bodies; cavity under acoustic; piston-cylinder; shell
damping, 3, 338, 346, 359, 379
decibel. 3, 423 see also acoustic
deformation see also acoustic deformation see mode shape; forced vibration
density
- definition, 3
- various (tables), 399–400
Donnell, L.H. see shell
drag, 55, 71, 298
dynamic amplification factor
- definition, 3
- particle, 65
- vibration, 337–339
dynamics
- particle (table), 51–57
- rigid body, 73–87
- trajectory, 58, Appendix B
drag, 55, 71, 298
earth see also Coriolis; sidereal day
- acceleration due to, 17
- modeling, 18, 43
- motion on surface, 18–19
-eigenvalue, 3 see also natural frequency
elastic, 3 see also modulus
elliptical see membrane; plane area; plate
equation of motion
- acoustic, 265
- beam, 137, 167, 176, 179, 182
- membrane, 126
- plate, 205
- shell, 235
- string, 121
- sloshing, 318
energy see also work
- acoustic, 304
- beam, 416
- kinetic, 4, 66, 116
method, Appendix A
potential, 6, 116
shell, 242
examples
- acoustic, 287, 300, 305, 306, 310, 427
- beam, 151, 157, 174, 176, 179, 184, 412
- frame, 198
- gas, 406
- gravity-induced deformation, 413
- impact, 64–65
- pendulum, 121
- plate, 233–234, 413
- sandwich beam, 274–275
- spring mass, 98, 412
- string, 123
- tube, 151
-extension mode see also beam,
   - longitudinal vibration
   - arc, 191
   - ring, 188, 189
   - shell, 237, 238
finite element, 117, 435
flexure see arc, circular; beam, flexure; plate; ring
floating structures, 319–321 see also buoy under ships
Flugge, W. see shell, 234
-fluid see added mass; cavity under acoustic, cavity; drag; Helmholtz resonator; gas; liquid; properties; sloshing; speed of sound; U-tube
force, 3. Also see Newton’s 2nd Law
forced vibration
- approximate solution, 385–391
- equivalent static load, 389
example, 390–391
-modal scaling, 389–390
-table, 387–388
definition, 386–387
damping, 338, 346
random vibration
- discussion, 379–385
- power spectral density, 380–381
response (table), 383–384
steady state harmonic, 336–359
  beams, 347–355
continuous structures (table), 348–353, 357–359
dynamic amplification, 337
example, 355–356
matrix transformation, 345–346
multi-degree of freedom, 344–347
one degree of freedom, 336–338
one and two dof (table), 341–343
transient vibration (shock)
  continuous systems (table), 367–370
damping, 359
discussion, 359–374
example, 373–374
free decay, 359–360
overshoot, 365
response spectra, 371–373
  shock machines, 374
spring-mass systems (table), 360–364
vibration isolation
discussion, 374–379
example, 376–377
one degree of freedom, 374–377
two degree of freedom, 377–379
foundation modulus see modulus
frame, portal, 195, 198–199 see also buildings
free vibration, 3 see also boundary conditions; forced vibration, natural frequency
frequency, 3, 89–90
gas see also cavity under acoustic; Helmholtz resonator
  air (table), 407–408
density, 406–408
  molecular weight, 406
  perfect, 405–406
  properties, 406
  speed of sound, 261, 408
  viscosity, 409
gear system
  spring constant, 96
torsion system, 409
gravity see also dynamics
  acceleration of, 11
deflection due to, 413
earth, 71
  falling, 53–55
gillage see plate
harbor, 318–319 see also ships; sloshing
harmonic see also natural frequency
definition, 3
harmonics, 3
  motion, 3, 89
table, 90
helical
  coil, 187, 190
  spring, 95
Helmholtz H., 294, 300, 308 See also acoustic cavity
hemisphere see basin; bodies; shell
Hertz, unit, 3
impact, 64–65, 68, 69
impedance, 4 see also acoustics
  impulse, 4, 65–66, 79
insertion loss, 4 see also acoustic integrals of beam modes, 150, 429–434
isentropic, 260
isotropic, 231
Jerk, 3
kinematics see also coordinate transforms
definition, 4, 43
discussion, 43–50
table, 44–46
kinetic energy see energy
Kirchhoff, G., xi, 162
Lamb, H., ix
laminated see Sandwich
Leissa, A., xi, 209, 214, 254
linear, 7, 98, 99, 317. See also elastic
liquids see also added mass
properties of, 261, 402–406
tables
  fresh water, 403
  sea water, 404
  various, 404
longitudinal vibration see beam,
  longitudinal vibration; Helical
  spring; spring mass
Love, A.E.H, xi
Mach number, 389
marc, 429
mass see also added mass; density; gas;
  liquids; solids
  ratio, 4
table, 31–38
  units for, 11–12
material see gas; liquids; solids
matrix
  added mass, 330
  modal transformation, 345–346
  spring–mass system, 114
membrane
  analogy, 130, 208
  definition, 4
discussion, 126–132
example, 131–132
frequency (table), 127–129
metal see density; modulus; Poisson’s
  ratio; properties
metric system see units
modal density
  definition, 4, 302
table, 303
mode shape see also system of interest
  anti-node, 1
definition, 4
  node, 5
modulus see also solids; stress and strain
  bulk, 1
cable, 122–123
  elasticity, 4
  foundation, 141
  shear, 7, 179
table, 392–402
moment see torque
  moment of inertia see also added mass
  body
    definition, 5, 36
discussion, 35–41
  various (table), 31–35
discussion, 40–41
plane area
  definition, 5
discussion, 28
  principal axes, 29
  rotated axis, 28
  translated axis, 28
  various (table), 20–27, 37–38
momentum
  angular, 70, 78, 84
  linear, 4, 50
narrow band, 5
NASTRAN, 435 see also finite element
natural frequency, 5, 385 see also acoustic;
  beam; plate; shell, sloshing; string
  spring–mass
neutral axis, 5, 134, 136
Newton’s 2nd law see also equation of
  motion
discussion, 11, 50
  variable mass, 57–58
node, 5 see also mode shape
non structural mass, 5
numerical methods, 58, 411, 418–422, 435
octave
  definition, 5, 424, 425
orbit, 69, 71–73
table, 59–62
orthogonality
  acoustic cavity, 395
  beam, 150
  plate, 208
  spring–mass system, 114, 345
orthotropic, 5 see also plate
panel \textit{see} plate; shell
parallel axis theorem, 27, 28, 35, 36
\textit{see also} moment of inertia
parallelogram \textit{see} membrane; plane area; plate
particle, 5 \textit{see also} dynamics
peak-to-rms, 5
pendulum
  assumptions for, 119
  compound, 109
  discussion, 119–121
  example, 121
  inverted, 108
  various (table), 108–112
period of vibration, 5, 90 \textit{see also}
frequency
phase angle, 5, 90 \textit{see also} forced vibration
pinned boundary, 137–138 \textit{see also} beam, flexure; boundary conditions
pipe \textit{see} beam; fluid flow; tube
piston-cylinder, 307
plane area \textit{see also} moment of inertia
equation of, 19
properties of, 19, 28–30
various (table), 20–27
plate
  added mass, 327, 330
  annular
    discussion, 209
    frequencies (table), 213
  boundary conditions, 203, 205
  circular
    discussion, 209, 214, 233
    frequencies (table), 210–212
    elliptical, 211
    example, 233–234
    frequencies (table), 210–212
    mode shape, 209
  concentrated mass with, 212, 225
definition, 6
  elastic foundation, 207
equation of motion, 205
forced vibration, 352–353, 370, 384, 388
frequencies, 206, 209, 210–213, 216–229
grillage, 230, 231
in-plane loads, 208, 212, 235
membrane analogy, 208
with openings (table), 213, 223
orthogonality, 208
orthotropic, 215, 225, 230, 231
parallelogram
  discussion, 215
  frequencies (table), 226–227
  perforated, 232–233
  point-supported
    discussion, 215
    frequencies (table), 222
Poisson’s ratio, 205
rectangular
  approximate formula, 215
  discussion, 206–207, 214–215
  frequencies (table), 216–225
  simply-supported, 206–207
rotary inertia and shear, 207
sandwich (laminated), 207
spinning, 214
stiffened
  discussion, 231–232
  properties (table), 230
stress and strain, 203–204, 234
table, 204
tapered, 224
triangular
  discussion, 215
  frequencies (table), 228–229
wave speed, 262
point mass, xii, 2, 5, 40 \textit{see also} beam; concentrated mass; particle
point support \textit{see} beam; boundary conditions; plate; simple support
Poisson’s ratio \textit{see also} solids
definition, 6
effect on plates, 205
various materials, 392–402
polytropic constant, 308
potential energy \textit{see} energy
potential function
  acoustic, 305
  sloshing, 317
power spectral density, 6, 384 see also spectrum
precession, 79–80, 86–87
principal axis, 29, 39 see also moment of inertia
product of inertia see also moment of inertia
  body (table), 31–38
  definition, 6
  plane area (table), 20–27
program see finite element
properties, material
  gases, 69, 405–409
  liquids, 261, 402–405
  solids, 261, 392–402
radius of Gyration, 6, 26, 28 see also moment of inertia
random vibration
  definition, 6
Rayleigh, xi, 214, 216, 248, 411, 414
rectangular see membrane; plane area; plate
resonance
  definition, 6
response see forced vibration
  definition, 6
  spectrum, 7, 371–373
restitution coefficient, 6, 66, 67
Reynolds number, 317
rhombic see membrane; plane area; plate
right–angle bend, 204
rigid body
  definition, 6
ring see arc, circular; beam, curved; helical
rocket see also orbit
  motor, 59
  table, 59–62
  thrust, 59, 60, 69
  trajectory, 59
  water, 59
root–mean–square, 6
rotary inertia
  beams, 170
  definition, 6
  plates, 207–208
  ring and arcs, 186
rotation
  discussion, 73–87
  precession, 86, 87
  theory (table), 70
rotor
  balancing, 82
  critical speeds, 82
  definition, 6
  table, 74–78
Sanders, J. see shell sandwich
  beam, 136–137, 174–175
  plate, 207
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, ix
satellite see orbit; rocket
seiching, 7 see harbor; sloshing
shaft see also balancing; beam, flexure;
  beam, shear; beam, torsion; critical speed; spring–mass; torsion;
  whirling
  spring constant, 181
  torsion, 179
shear
  beam, 1, 167
  coefficient, 7, 171
  deformation, 173
  discussion, 170–174
  frequencies (table), 172
  modulus, 7
  plate, 207–208
  stress, 167
shell
  added mass, 327
  bell, 251, 252
  conical
    discussion, 254
    frequency (table), 253
cylindrical
axial loads, 250
boundary conditions, 241, 243, 246, 247
discussion, 234–249
free–free, 248–249
frequencies
formulas, 237, 245, 247
table, 238–241
forced vibration, 384, 388
infinitely long, 241–243
simply supported, 238, 239, 243–246
stress and strain, 236
various boundary conditions, 246–249,
cylindrically curved panel, 249–250
definition, 7
energy in, 242
equation of motion, 235, 242, 243
spherical
discussion, 250–254
frequency (table), 251
segment, 251, 252
stress and strain, 234, 236
torsion frequency (table), 104–112
theory, 234–237 see also Donnell
ships
buoy, 321
discussion, 319–321
frequencies (table), 320
metacentric height, 321
shock see transient vibration
definition, 7, 374
sidereal day, 7
simple support, 203, 206–207, 239, 243–246
sinusoidal see harmonic
sliding boundary see boundary conditions
sloshing
assumptions for, 317
boundary conditions, 317
constant depth basin, 311–312
definition, 7
discussion, 310–319
frequencies (table), 311–315
harbor, 315, 318–319
pressure in, 317
U–tube, 316, 319,
variable depth basins, 318
wave amplitude, 317
wave speed, 262, 317
smeared analysis, 231 see also grillage;
plate
sonic fatigue, 7, 384–385
sound pressure level, 7 see also acoustic
sound speed, 7 see also wave equation
under acoustic
air, 261, 263, 407–408
gases, 263, 408
shock wave, 263
water, 261, 263, 403–404
Southwell–Dunkerley, 445
spectrum, 7, 380–382, 424
speed see sound, speed; wave speed under
sloshing
sphere see added mass; cavity under
acoustic; basin; bodies; shell
spring see also spring–mass system
definition, 7
discussion, 91–99
example, 91, 98–99, 116–117
helical, 95
spiral, 96
stiffness (table), 92–97
–supported beam, 135, 167–170
–supported beam, 135, 167–170
suspension, 116–117
spring constant, 7 see spring
spring–mass system see also forced
vibration, spring
definition, 7
discussion, 99–118
example, 98
frequency (table), 100–103
forced vibration, 336–344, 360–365
orthogonality, 114
torsion frequency (table), 104–112
stress and strain
arc, 196
beam, 135, 151, 189, 190
Index

stress and strain (continued)
cylindrical shell, 236
flexure, 134–136, 151
longitudinal, 176
shear, 167
definition, 7
plate, 203–204, 207, 234
ring, 189

string see also cables; chain
definition, 7
example, 123
frequencies, 124
–suspended body, 111–112

suspended system see also cables;
pendulum
bodies, 94, 112
chain, 124

symbols
discussion, 8
nomenclature, 9–10

Tacoma Narrows bridge, ix
tank see cavity under acoustic; sloshing
Timoshenko, S.P., ix, 134, 167
tone, 8
torque, 8, 134
torsion see also rotation
beam, 179–182
cone, 253
cylindrical shell, 238, 244
coefficient, 8, 180
kinematics
pendulums, 110, 111
ring, 185, 188
spherical cap, 251
spring–mass system, 104–107
transmission loss, 8 see also acoustic
transient vibration, 359–374 see also
beam, flexure; beam, shear;
cylindrical shell; plate
definition, 8
trajectory, 53–58
tube, 29, 151 see also added mass; beam;
pipe
tuned mass damper, 379

U–bend, 194
units
consistent (table), 11
conversions factors (table), 13–17
discussion, 11–12
example, 12
U–tube, 316

vector
cross product, 40
definition, 8
discussion, 37–41
dot product, 40
geometry (table), 37–38
line, equation of, 41
plane, equation of, 41

velocity potential see potential function

vessel see cavity under acoustic; ships;
sloshing

vibration see acoustic; forced vibration;
natural frequency; mode shape;
system of interest
definition, 8

vibration reduction, ix

virtual mass see added mass

viscosity
added mass effect, 329
definition, 8
tables of, 402–403, 406–407, 409

water see liquids

wave length, 8
wave propagation, also see acoustic,
sloshing
acoustic, 261
beam, 183–184, 262
surface, 317

wave, surface see sloshing

whirling, 81

white noise, 8

wood see solids
work, 8, 64

Young’s modulus see modulus